WEEK OF APPLES

We have been busy in our Bear Cub classroom exploring the topic of Apples. Apples provide exciting exploration for children as we move into Fall. We painted with cut apples, tasted different varieties of apples, played a mystery game with various fruits and designed a basket holding various colored apples. We read several books about apples: OUR APPLE TREE, A FRUIT IS A SUITCASE FOR SEEDS AND LOLA PAINTS A GARDEN.
WEEK OF SPACE

We explored the exciting topic of SPACE immersing ourselves with engaging activities throughout the week. Colleen dressed up as an ASTRONAUT in an outfit designed for space travel!! We designed rockets, constellations, solar system projects and rolled golf balls in beautiful grayish paint to embellish an art project highlighting the craters on the moon. We have our room transformed with many of these finished projects decorating the walls. During circle each child unwrapped a hidden treasure bound up with foil to reveal a surprise hint of a word relating to space. Please see some of our exciting pictures below exhibiting activities and books highlighting our week in OUTER SPACE!!

WHAT’S COMING UP THIS WEEK??

We are presenting an exciting week about our wonderful SENSES! The report concerning the weather proves to be another beautiful week of glorious weather for us to enjoy the outdoor areas.

PLEASE LOG ON TO OUR WEBSITE TO VIEW ALL OF THE PHOTOS AND EXCITEMENT OF PAST AND CURRENT ACTIVITIES GOING ON IN OUR BEAR CUB CLASSROOM: https://nurseryschool.wustl.edu/bear-cub-photos-2020-2021/